HARVARD SAVES RED SOX PLAYOFF DREAMS
Largest gift in University’s history donated instead to the Boston Red Sox.

The Major League Baseball playoffs start this week, and local team the Boston Red Sox looked poised to miss the playoff. After a disappointing season, the team sat in last place in their division. However, the team’s season was saved at the last minute by a large donation from Harvard University.

"The original plan was to use this money to rename the School of Public Health," said Harvard President Drew Faust at the press conference. "However, in the end, and after extensive discussion with the Chan family, we agreed to donate the money in an effort to improve student life by saving the Sox’s season."

The University made the donation to Major League Baseball, and as an added bonus, the League agreed to officially change the team name to the Harvard University Boston Red Sox. "The increased visibility of Harvard, as well as reaffirming our role in the greater Boston community, only made this move more seem more natural," Faust added.

In addition, numerous Harvard faculty made contributions to the team as well in an effort to improve for next season. "To continue this improved student life, it’s crucial for the team to remain competitive into the future," added Dean Khurana at the conference. "And after discussions with the team, they have also agreed to honor our contributions in the traditional way."

“The League agreed to officially change the team name to the Harvard University Boston Red Sox.”

“It’s a great move for the team, really,” said Joe Kelly, the Drew Faust Third Starter. "There's a new energy to the team, everyone agrees. I was just talking about it with the Larry Summers Designated Hitter David Ortiz and the Pfister Family Dean of Second Base Dustin Pedroia."

In the wake of this success, other teams are looking at similar options. MLB has already added the Stanford University San Francisco Giants to the playoff schedule. Additionally, Yale University was in talks to fund Red Sox rivals the New York Yankees, but the team pulled out after learning the disparity in the Harvard-Yale relationship in recent years.

Red Sox players are even beginning to give back to the university in thanks. "In the end, we believe this will be a highly synergistic relationship going forward," added David Ortiz Dean of Dingers Tom Dingman.
LEVERETT HA IKUS

Leverett haikus
Is “haikus” the right plural?
Oh well, too late now

Time to renovate
Shall we choose Leverett House?
McKinlock Hall. Yay!

My hands, they are moist
But alas, no remedy
Wait! Dyson AirBlade.

Many drinks laid out
Chief’s benevolent email:
Not-just-sherry hour

Beautifully designed
Inefficient tray drop-off
Leverett d-hall

You must swipe to leave
I wonder: some poor freshman
Could be trapped for hours

My roommates are cool
Though I’m the most fabulous
Lev B-201

The legendary bread
Love or fear, all must worship
Its secret: monkeys

Leverett House, y’all
A Harvard utopia
Envy us, Adams

The greatest newsletter
Ever to grace Harvard eyes
Hare Today, my friends.

FEEDBACK

The Hare Today is changing!
Suggestions? Comments? Send
your ideas to editor in chief Katie
Manzi at kmanzi@college.harvard.edu. Both fresh ideas and favorites
you wish to stay are welcome.

MYSTERY MOVIE QUOTE:

"I may not be a smart dog, but I know what roadkill is."

LAST WEEK’S ANSWER:

The Shining

“You like ice cream, Doc?!”